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20 La Bella Street, Ocean Grove, Vic 3226

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 483 m2 Type: House

Lynley Bassett 

https://realsearch.com.au/20-la-bella-street-ocean-grove-vic-3226
https://realsearch.com.au/lynley-bassett-real-estate-agent-from-hayden-real-estate-ocean-grove-2


$850,000 - $890,000

Nestled within the sought-after Oakdene Estate in Ocean Grove, this proud family home beckons as an ideal entry into

the property market, a secure investment, or a serene downsizing opportunity. Exhibiting a coastal and contemporary

façade, the charm seamlessly extends through every corner of the house.Stepping inside, the entrance unveils a

welcoming ambiance, adorned with a feature window dressed in plantation shutters and complemented by

Beech-coloured flooring. To the left, the main bedroom boasts double roller blinds for privacy, leading to an ensuite

adorned with soothing coastal hues. A carpeted second living area, bathed in natural light through a large north-facing

window, provides a cosy haven for movies or quiet reading sessions with a cuppa in hand.The heart of the home, the main

living area, exudes openness, fostering a sense of togetherness with its beautiful flooring, abundant windows, and sliding

doors. The modern and functional kitchen, adorned with on-trend colours and classic white tiles, includes a walk-in

pantry, ensuring a seamless experience whether cooking, dining, or lounging on the couch.The main living area effortlessly

extends to a north-east facing undercover decking and a low-maintenance yard, offering a perfect retreat for outdoor

enjoyment. Bedrooms 2, 3, and 4 form their own wing, sharing a main bathroom that echoes the coastal hues of the

ensuite, along with a convenient laundry.The package is completed by a double remote garage, adding convenience to

daily living, and the tranquillity of a quiet and friendly location. Proximity to a major shopping facility, along with popular

dining options like Mr. Grubb and Manor Suite, enhances the lifestyle appeal.   Book an inspection today.  


